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of the financial outcomes of our report1 are helpful for
properly designing high-quality studies that can
support causal inference.

We also agree with Dr Taylor et al that cost-effectiveness
studies, like those reported to date,3 are important and
standard state of the art methods for judging whether
the costs of an intervention are justifiable based on their
health benefits. The ICU Telemedicine Financial
Outcomes study1 and an externally conducted, reported,
and audited study of an ICU telemedicine Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services demonstration project5

conducted at Emory, have indicated that comprehensive
ICU telemedicine programs can have financially
significant favorable effects on case volume and on the
costs of posthospital care that may not be visible using
conventional cost-effectiveness methods. In addition to
effects on the cost-quality axis, ICU telemedicine
programs can affect the costs of providing access to
high-quality critical care depicted on the quality-access
and cost-access axes of Figure 1.

We appreciate the opportunity to explain that our study
was intended to share useful sustainability and financial
metric variation information, ICU telemedicine
associations with case volume, and associations with
access to care with the critical care community, and to
provide a financial argument for performing more
definitive trials. We believe that granular financial
data that are linked to process and outcomes and
measurement of effects along the cost-access,
quality-access, and cost-quality axes of ICU finance
depicted in Figure 1 are useful considerations for
properly designing, budgeting, financing, and
performing comparative interventional trials of this
multifaceted technological intervention.
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Figure 1 – ICU financial analyses of cost-quality, quality-access, and
cost-access.
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Is a Single Initial Procalcitonin
Test Sufficient in Septic,
Critically Ill Patients to
Minimize Antibiotic Use?

To the Editor:

We read with great interest the article by Balk and
colleagues in CHEST (January 2017),1 in which the
authors retrospectively evaluated critically ill patients
with suspected sepsis, systemic inflammatory response
syndrome, or shock. From the U.S. Premier Healthcare
Database, 33,569 patients with procalcitonin (PCT)
testing on day 1 of ICU admission and 98,543
propensity score-matched patients without PCT testing
were compared. PCT utilization was associated with
significant reductions in total antibiotic exposure (16.2
vs 16.9 days), total hospital and ICU length of stay
(11.6 vs 12.7 and 5.1 vs 5.3 days, respectively), and total
hospital costs ($30,454 vs $33,213). They conclude that
PCT testing on day 1 could rule in or rule out sepsis
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and thus may explain their results. However, despite
the use of a propensity score this study has the
potential for significant bias; especially considering the
fact that various previous studies have advocated
against the use of a single PCT measurement to “prove”
bacterial infection.2 The test characteristics of PCT (ie,
specificity and negative predictive value) are not high
enough to rule out bacterial infection in a mixed ICU
population.2 In addition, most physicians want to start
antimicrobial therapy immediately after they’ve made
the presumptive diagnosis of sepsis.3 Research on PCT
has shifted toward serial PCT measurements for the
discontinuation of antimicrobial therapy. In the Stop
Antibiotics on Procalcitonin Guidance Study (SAPS)4

we performed a randomized controlled trial with daily
PCT vs no PCT in 1,546 ICU patients in whom
antibiotic treatment was started. We demonstrated a
significant reduction in initial antibiotic duration (5.0
vs 7.0 days). This result was driven by earlier
discontinuation of antibiotic treatment on the basis of
an absolutely (# 0.5 mg/L) or relatively (# 20% peak
value) low PCT. We believe an initial PCT
measurement followed by daily measurements will
allow earlier and safe discontinuation of antibiotics in
septic ICU patients. The utility of PCT as a marker
largely arises from its unique kinetics: a rapid rise
within hours after bacterial infection and an approxi-
mate half-life of 24 h once the infection abates.5 We
agree with Balk and colleagues1 that PCT helps guide
antimicrobial therapy, but in our opinion a single
measurement will not suffice to withhold such therapy
in patients suspected of having (severe) sepsis or septic
shock. We are aware that serial measurements will
inevitably be more costly, which may undercut the
cost-effectiveness of this strategy.
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To the Editor:

We appreciate the comments of Dr van Oers and
colleagues concerning the limitations of a single or even
two procalcitonin (PCT) determinations on the initial
day of ICU care. The use of a large hospital adminis-
trative database does not afford the ability to answer
specific important questions related to the ability of PCT
to diagnose septic patients, to identify bacterial infection,
or to identify the need for antibiotic therapy. While
there is certainly the potential for bias in how centers
applied the use of PCT testing, we used propensity score
matching to help mitigate the potential for confounding
by indication.1

Certainly, a single PCT level does not provide the
ability to look for change over time, which may aid in
prognosis or the duration of antibiotic therapy.
However, our study was designed to evaluate the
health care utilization and economic impact of using
PCT as a potential tool to assist with the identification
of sepsis in a manner that was approved for use by the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration at that point in
time.1 For this purpose, we restricted our analysis to
patients who had one or two PCT evaluations at the
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